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Concert Series Opens
With Danish Quartet
On Tuesday, October 11, at
8:15 p. m. the New Danish Quartet, on its first North American
Tour will visit Lewiston for the
opening concert of the 1960-61
Concert Series in the Lewiston
High School Auditorium.
Lists Successes
The youthful ensemble, whose
members have an average age of
just under thirty, made an outstanding appearance at its first
i. oncer', in Copenhagen in 1952,
winning the headlines "sensational quartet-playing" and ''a
coming world-famous ensemble".
Since this debut the New Danish Quartet has made tours of
I he music centers of Europe
with special successes in some
of the most demanding cities:
London, Berlin, Vienna, Milan.
;md Munich. Within the framework of the Royal Danish Ballet
and Music Festival and the Carl
Nielsen Festival, the ensemble
has appeared time and again in
Copenhagen as well as at the
Salamanca Festival and at the
International Congress at Conservatoriums and Music Academies in Venice.
The quarct. consisting of Arne
Svendsen and Palle Heichel-

Student

mann, violinists; Knud Frederiksen, violinist; and Pierre Reno
Honnens, cellist; is scheduled to
appear in New York, Montreal,
Toledo. Indianapolis. Cleveland,
Chicago, Minneapolis, Detroit,
Topeka, and Louisville.
Lists Works
The program at the Lewiston
High School Auditorium begins
at 8:15 p. m., will include the
Quartet in E flat major by
Haydn. Quartet in F major by
Carl Nielsen, and Quartet in C
major by Beethoven.

By Subscription

Rowse Lectures On
Queen's Personality
Views Elizabeth
As Great Ruler
"She was the most complex
and fascinating woman in history," remarked Professor A. L.
Rowse, All Souls College, Oxford, England, as he opened the
George Colby Chase Lecture on
"The Personality of Elizabeth
the First" last Friday evening in
the Chapel. Rowse, a noted British historian, critic, and poet,
was introduced to his audience
by Dr. Sydney W. Jackman.

Zerby Stresses
That Unlimiteds
Are Half-Truths

In his Chapel address on FriLecturer Rowse (center) meets with Dr. Lawrance and
day. September 30, Dean RayDr. Jackman before his talk on Elizabeth I
born L. Zerby chose to speak
mainly about attendance and
punctuality. He explained the
new rules for cuts and absences
as well as stressing punctuality,
saying. "I praise you for your
attentiveness, but try going one
step farther by arriving on time
The Christian Association is sponsoring the Freshman
and ceasing to talk immediately.
Work Project on October 8. The Freshman Work Project is
If you will do that it will be
aimed to better the relations between Bates College and the
greatly appreciated."
people of the Lewiston-Auburn area.
Discusses Cut System
The work that is to be done is .
In keeping with its new polwhich is headed by John Conlee
of a service nature. Some of the
icy of trying to give the students
'62. Other committee chairmen
projects are for people who are
more responsibility, the faculty
working on this program include
physically unable to work themhas announced a new cut polClifford Kent '62, arranging projselves. These people are to be ects and setting up groups; Joan
Bates honors students will take icy. Dean Zerby emphasized, given
help
preparing
their
Graduate Board Exams under however, that the statement that homes for winter. Other groups Duarte '62 and Bruce Alexander
"all
students
with
a
2.8
and
'62, are in charge of upperclass
college sponsorship this spring.
will be working on such projgroup leaders; Mary Ellen Dube
higher
have
unlimited
cuts
is
a
The group scores will be interects as cleaning up rural
preted primarily to show how very dangerous half truth," for churches, doing general house- '62, transportation; and John
Bates graduates stand in rela- this policy is only on an experi- work, carpenter work, and yard Farr '61, equipment.
The students involved are
tion to the graduates of other mental basis for this year and work.
asked to report to the Filene
colleges. If the Honors Commit- "your response will determine
The C.A. sponsors the project Room in Pettigrew Hall at one
tee decides that these scores ac- whether it will be continued."
Dean Zerby also pointed out under the heading of the Com- o'clock on Saturday for group
curately measure proficiency in
Service
Commission, assignments.
their major fields, the individ- that "you are not here to be munity
ual scores of those tested from taught, but rather to learn," and
Bates may be given weight in as each student progresses on
determining the degree of Hon- through the year he should ask
ors awards. This, however, will himself continually, "What have
not go into effect for several I done to help the teacher be at
years.
his creative best?"
Charles Davis '61, Chairman
At Stu-G's first official meetof the Chase Hall Dance Com- ing Wednesday, September 28,
mittee, announces that this week the Board elected the dorm
initiates the Committee's new Secretary-Treasurers, for t h v
dorm dance project for the 1960- year '60-'61. They arc as fol61 season.
lows: Chase Hall, Eugenia Wise
'63; Hacker House, Dorothy SelSchedules Program
(Continued on page five)
Davis said, "This schedule consists of eight programs put on
LETTERS NOTICE
by different groups of dorms on
the campus. This is being done
Letters-lo-ihe-Editor should
in the face of falling attend- i be addressed to: The Ediance and lack of interest in the
tor, Box 309, and given to
past Chase Hall dances.
the Bates Post Office. All
"The Chase Hall Dance Comletters must be typed (double
mittee feels that by having
spaced)
and signed, algroups of different dorms sponthough upon request the
soring these programs, new inwriter's name will not be
terest and variety will result.
printed. Generally, brief
Slu-C, Stu-G Share Expenses
letters have the best chance
"The Student Government and
of being published.
The
the Student Council have been
STUDENT reserves the right
generous enough to supply oneto edit any such communiFreshmen roast hotdogs during Saturday's
third of the expenses for each
cations as it deems necessary.
(Continued on page five)
Stanton Ride Activities

CA Plans Work Projects,
Conlee Heads Committee

Honors Students
Take Graduate
Board Exams

Davis Presents Stu-G Chooses
Dance Projects New Secretaries

Prefacing his speech with,
"What mere man can understand that mystery which is woman?" Rowse continued, "While
Elizabeth was probably the most
remarkable feminine ruler in
history, her personality was never very popular with pre-twentieth century historians, especially the Victorians." The Iecturi er went on to explain that even
in Elizabeth's epoch, she was
condemned by many as being
neither "Protestant nor Papist,"
and that the key to her political
mentality lay in her moderating
stand between the extreme factions of "reformation and counter-reformation."
Discusses Queen's Abilities
"Governments often have to
take the line that is dictated by
the popular force which supports them. When Elizabeth
ascended the throne upon the
death of her sister Mary, the
force which sprang up to support her pushed the Queen a little further towards Protestantism than she intended," commented Rowse.
Discussing Elizabeth's capabilities in heading the British government, the speaker remarked
that she was of "very great forco
and ability, and was the most
highly educated woman in England, being fluent in French,
Italian, and Latin." Her careful
scrutiny over governmental finances enabled the Queen to
keep her country from bankruptcy while the other European nations became impoverished.
"She was not <|uite my idea of
a lady," concluded Rowse, "but
she was a very great Queen."
MUSIC ROOM NOTICE
The music room in the
Women's Union will be open
for students on Friday from
7-9 p. m. and Sunday from
2-5 p. m. beginning this Friday, October 7. The Christian Association maintains a
sizable collection of classical
recordings in the Union and
welcomes all students interested in listening at these
times.
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WRJR SCHEDULE
TIME
6:30
6:45
8:00
10:00
10:15
11:00
11:55

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

News of the Day News of the Day News of the Day News of the Day News of the Day
Steve Goddard Bob Livingston Bobcat Ballroom
Sue Ramer
Week-End Eve
Show
Show
Show
Masterworks
Masterworks
Masterworks
Masterworks
Masterworks
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
News of the Day News of the Day News of the Day News of the Day News of the Day
College
Variety Hour
Especially
For You

This Week's
Report
Especially
For You

Folk Music
Hour
Especially
For You

Campus Forum
Especially
For You

Allan Wulff
Show
Especially
For You

Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
SUNDAY
7- 8 The Cultural Heritage Hour
8-10 Pianoforte — with Jack Henderson
10-11 Broadway Music Hall — with Pinky Wheatley
11-12 Fantasy — with Fred Rusch

Bates Continues
Reading Service

Writer Characterizes
Inferior Professors
Many years ago Dorothy Sayers commented that there is
only one way to make love, but a thousand ways to commit
murder. Professor George Williams in his critical commentary on higher education in America, Some of My Best
Friends Are Professors, warns that there is only one way
to be a good professor, but there are at least seven ways to
be a very bad one.
Concerned with the failures who are his inferiors. He is rude
and failings in the American and has forgotten what Emerson
university today, and convinced knew: that the secret of educathat these stem from the inepti- tion lies in respecting the pupil.
tude, timidity and inadequacy of
too many professors, Dr. Williams of The Rice Institute,
Texas, describes, in solemn censure and concern for America's
youngsters, these seven types of
the "bad professor."
Characterizes Stupid Profs
"Worthy of first mention because he may be a very good
man while being a very bad professor, is the plain stupid professor. The ways to be stupid are
multiple. The stupid professor
may be merely ignorant ... or
he may be too stupid to know
when he is boring people, or
when he is antagonizing them,
or when he is amusing them at
his own expense, or when he is
talking over their heads, or
when he is insulting their intelligence.
"Or he may be too stupid to
adapt himself to special conditions or to elicit the best from
the personalities in his classes.
Or his stupidity may manifest
itself as an intellectual lethargy: he does not want to bother
to learn anything new, or to revamp his old ideas to make
them consistent with current
reality." Mostly, Professor Williams says, the stupid professor
is a rule-follower, because rulefollowing simplifies life for him.
Smug Professor
The second bad professor is
the smug professor — the one
who is convinced that he is most
clever and most knowing and
has proved to himself that he is
a pretty smart fellow.
He must be a pretty smart fellow after all to have gotten
where he is. Daily association
with his immature students further convinces him. He is eager
to assist his students; that is,
the ones who agree with him and
admire him.
Arrogant Professor
Fortunately less common is
the third type of bad professor,
the arrogant one. He is never
arrogant to those above, but always arrogant to his students,
as well as , to faculty members

Aloof Professor
"A much more common, and
much less obnoxious, type is the
fourth professor, the one who
just does not care about people.
He likes science and scholarship,
books and libraries; he likes
learning, and he may even enjoy talking about what he
knows.
"But he has no real human
warmth, friendliness, sympathy,
or understanding of the personalties and points of view of his
students or of his colleagues.
'Pal Around' Prof
"Just the opposite of this type
of professor is the one (usually
(Continued on page five)

Players Outline
Year's Schedule
Tartuffe, Moliere's satire on
hypocrisy will be presented in
the Little Theatre by the Robinson Players on December 8, 9
and 10. Miss Lavinia Schaeffer,
director, also announced plans
for a Chinese play and, tentatively, Everyman as an Easter
play. Also the Robinson Player
workshop will be continued
again, this year stressing modern movements in the theatre.

RADIO

Vespers

"Many people with above average intelligence have less than
superior reading skills," stated
Mr. Lyman Gilmore of Baldridge
Reading Services, Inc., while
speaking in chapel Monday, October 3.
Mr. Gilmore explained that the
major problem of slow readers
is that they tend to read wordby-word instead of by phrases.
"Phrase readers can read faster
and for longer periods of time
without tiring," he said. Because
they see ideas rather than words,
their reading comprehension increases with their reading rate
and they become more efficient
students.
Divides Program
The Baldridge program is in
three parts. First is a reading
analysis, followed by a discussion
with each participant and the
! suggestion of techniques which
j would be the most helpful in his
] particular case. The major part
of the course includes the practical application of these techniques to the student's own subject
material.
Last year over thirty Bates
students participated in the
Baldridge plan and, as Dean Zerby stated in his introduction, felt
they had improved their reading
skills significantly. The program
this year will probably begin
November 3 and will last six or
eight weeks. During that time a
specialized reading counsellor
will be at Bates to work with
small groups of eight students or
less, as the Balridge service emphasizes individual effort. The
cost of the course is approximately $115 per person and letters containing information are
being sent to the parents of
Bates students.
As "reading is such an essential
part of education," said Mr.
Gilmore, he urged all students to
consider the advantages offered
by the Baldridge Reading Ser-

TV

Guidance News
The American National Red
Cross has recently announced
opportunities for women college
graduates over 21 as social
workers or recreation workers.
Candidates with a background of
related experience are preferred.
Wednesday 5, October, Mr. David
E. Henle"y from the Five Years
Meeting of Friends will interview men and women for careers
in religious service.
Rev. Albert C. Niles from the
theological school of St. Lawrence University will also interview men and women for religious careers.
Tuesday 11, October, Mr. Ancel
N. Taylor from the U. S. Department of State will interview students interested in the Foreign
Service Officer Training Program
at a Luncheon Group Meeting.
All interested students should
sign up at the guidance and
placement office as soon as possible.

Freshmen Meet Bates
Debating Club Members
Neil Newman '61, Marjorie
Sandborn '61, and Grant Lewis
'62, Debating Club officers, greeted interested freshmen at their
first meeting on Tuesday evening. September 27. The Club's
advisor, Professor Brooks Quimby, spoke to the group about
Bates debating competition.
This fall Miss Sanborn and
Newman will fly to Seattle,
Washington, to spend a week
giving exhibition debates with
Washington State University.
The two groups will debate before several high schools in that
state. Next on the agenda for
the debate team will be the Columbia Valley Competition.
Announces Frosh Tryouts
This year's varsity team will
be small. Therefore, freshmen
will have an opportunity to add
their talents to intercollegiate
competition.
Freshman preliminary tryouts,
given Monday afternoon and
evening, October 3, will be followed by practice debates. The
selection of new members will
be based on the qauilty of their
performance in the practice debates.

Ritz Theatre
THURSDAY thru TUESDAY

The House Of Usher
Vincent Price

Why Must I Die?
Terry Moore
(Closed Wednesdays)

Hi-Fi

EMPIRE

PLNOWNG

BiNG CROSBY* MIAN
TUESDAY WELD
NICOLE
e i

JAVITASOK

5 J

(repairing)

Mike Harmati Sm. M. 201 Tel. ST 2-9078

Bing Goes Back To College!
Mat. 2 - Eve. 6:30-8:30
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
MOTION ::
PICTURES
GIANT I
Of 1960 I
BY THE =
AUTHOR

:

ofWNn I

Shown Twice Daily 2-7:30 p.m.

The Educational Testing Service
announces that the Graduate
Record Examinations, required
of applicants for admission to a
number of graduate schools will
be offered in the National Program for Graduate School Selection to be conducted at examination centers on Saturday, November 19. In 1961 the dates arc
January 21, March 4, April 22
and July 8. Applications ant
fees must be received at least 1!
days before the schedules testinj
dates. For Bulletin and information and an application blank se
the guidance and placement office.
The New York State Deparimeni
of Civil Service has recently an
nounced career opportunities foi
potential college graduates in th<
following areas: administrators,
attorneys, librarians, economists,
actuaries, education aides, foresters, biologists, statisticians,
chemists, sanitarians, and bacteriologists. A preliminary screening examination is scheduled for
December 3.
(Continued on page five)

Calendar
Wednesday, October 5, Tonight
Vespers, 9:15-9:45, Chapel
Friday, October 7
Music, 7:30-9:30.
Women's
Union
Saturday, October 8
Soccer with Nichols College
Football game at WPI
Cross-country at WPI
Sunday, October 9
OC Saddleback Mountain Climb
Tuesday. October 11
Community Concert: Danish
Quartet, 8 p. m., Lewiston
High School Auditorium

Chapel Schedule
Friday, October 7
President Charles F. Phillips
Monday. October 10
Music Program
Wednesday. October 12
All-Campus Picture (no Chap
el)

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family
Our Experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.
Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
The Bank That Is Busy
Building Maine
Main Office: Augusta, Main*
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Tagliabue Presents Evaluations Freshman Cites Bib History
Of Japanese Theatrical Crafts As Fundamental To Hazing
(Editor's Note: The following article, entitled "Notes Concerning
the Japanese Theater" consists of excerpts from A Japanese Journal the "outside world" walks into
by John Tagliabue.)
the theater, down the aisle and
If you close your eyes at the Kakuki Theater even that takes her place looking at the
can be enough, enough circus, enough antics, enough mar- ones on the platform in front of
vel — of sounds, sound effects, wooden clappers, dancing gold.
The Kabuki theater has its vismimes in your dream, samisens, drums, now and then a flute.
ta
of games, a sense of holidays,
I'm not saying you should close different styles of speaking. In
a
way
of marking the seasons.
your eyes, though some do, fall Kabuki an allegory, a game, is
There
are
plays for the New
asleep and sustain poetry in that made of the different musical
Year,
plays
for
Spring; new ones
way. In Kakuki everything is a ways of voices. The warriors
are
written
for
new holidays
lyrical part of the decorative and have a way of acting up. makthere were
popular entertainment. Every- ing faces that make (lying kites which multiply;
many
to
celebrate
the
wedding
seem
timid,
sounds
that
this
senthing is translated into the
of
the
Crown
Prince
—
Keisliofcu
tence
cannot
recreate;
the
chilpoetry of the theater, into the
dren on stage meow in a special Meika no Kotobuki and I think a
festival and fantasy of the theaway; the women's voices are
ter. It is amazingly rich and com- very different too. The differ- new version of Sambaso dancing
plicated and extravagant and ences in pitch, tone, speed, are with fan in one hand and clashstill it seems effortless, light; marvellous even if you are in the ing bells in the other. I saw
Ninin Sambaso a traditional
hanamichi (flower path) and all pitch dark.
dance-prayer for peace and a
In the Good Old Days the good harvest. And Mukaslubecome part of the floating world.
Spontaneity. Improvisation. The Greeks and Shakespeare and Banashi Mmnotaro a new play to
others had theaters outside. The celebrate the debut of Kanzaburo
acting-music-dancirlg go on for
Japanese did too — before Kahours prolifically like children buki, and occasionally still do. Nakamura's four year old. This
is a version of the familiar folk
coming and going in Japan.
Recently I saw Kagura (shrine
tale about Momotaro a little
dances) and Kyogen (farces) boy who was born out of a peach
Music Moves
and Noh plays outside and a few
Someone in the audience oftens days ago masked Gagaku danc- that came floating down the river
participates, shouts a noise; you ers in green performed by the into the hands of an old woman
don't have a theater where in a trees in front of Meiji Shrine. I who was washing clothes there.
Museum Frame some Symbols like to see birds and air wander- Soon after the birth the boy anand Problems are brought forth ing in and out of the play. The nounces that he is off to subdue
in fedoras and bourgeois suits — sense of lime and space in these the ogres of Oni-ga Shima. a
but where the music comes plays is very different and the notorious island. One by one his
through the audience, weeping, dispersed audience asleep or new companions appear and
applauding, sleeping, calling out awake somehow to me seems promise to help him on his jourthe name of the Hero in great "freer"; "culture" caught in the ney — a dog, a monkey, and a
colors like a Kite in the Dream Concert Hall has something to do pheasant. Then a halt is called
of the People. Ki, the wooden with the canning of people. The and the four year old boy the
clappers, startle and the play be- Kabuki plays are indoors but first time on the stage is formalgins. Often on the side of the suggest great space, changing ly introduced as Kanduro Napanorama there are reciters and seasons. The theater has effects kamure; it is very amusing to see
musicians singing a story; this of snow, moving rivers, falling him small on the enormous stage
can be very fierce and dramatic. blossoms, smoke, fire, the smell and to see and hear him in the
Sometime the Actor's voice is of incense burning, etc., sugges- grand old style; then the story
echoed, e.rpn?ided by the Chorus, tions of rain which gives excuses proceeds and the little boy and
enlarged to anywhere in the for poses with open umbrellas. his friends subdue the comic ferscenery; the narrators chanting For artists anything is an ex- ocious ogres; an initiation cereon the side e.rtend the story and cuse for artifice, for actors any- mony for the Matinee Idol to be;
ihe Actors like dream walkers in thing an excuse for posing. On then the radiant hero walks
kimonos are
the
particular the stage we often see the whole down the hanamachi of the huge
haunted imagery on this wide house, the garden, trees, flowers, theater carrying the island's
cine. Sometimes during a juiet between the audience and the ac- treasure with him.
or intense conversation on the tors often some reeds, bushes; the Feels Perspective
tatami a note or two is sounded Japanese house seen on the stage
Many plays are about the slow
by the samisen; later it accumu- is itself on its stilts (like an actor
and startling "recognition" of
lates in speed and sound.
on wooden shoes) a stage upon a strangers on some journey in
In all this—pantomime, music, stage. Trees are often mighty and darkness; many about outcasts
stylized speech — there is some- crooked on the great stage — as on the highway. These scenes
thing easy, light, effortless, vast, they are in a way worshipped like much great Japanese art
a sense of space, what the Japa- and made into art off stage. create the meaning of distance,
nese call "mu"; a colored leaf Sometimes I just gape at some loneliness, intimate meetings in
falls from a tree. The poetry of part of a sliding door (sliding great space. In these plays that
weather as in Japanese poetry on painting); I become stage struck suggest a roan an expanse somethe Kabuki stage is made into a by it. I say this beats Mondrian. times a variety of incidents are
light play too. Sometimes the In Japan the arts are often ac- going on at once, often comedy
sound of crickets, of birds, is tive imitating each other; Ka- and tragedy, grandeur and sillipart of the silence, part of the buki and ukiyo-e imitating each ness are mixed. (These "highway
passing poetry of seasons, fire- other; Kabuki and Bunraku; scenes" make me think of Brecht
flies on the stage; a few sounds sumi-e; a black slash on the and Waiting for Godot. Festifrom a koto; the excitement of brow; lips painted black. In Ka- vals, acting, fantasies, in Cafes,
samisens.
buki usually the actors are not in the theater, etc., are so naturmasked but the stylized make-up al here, I never feel any of this
Becomes All Inclusive
is a kind of mask, a kind of is "arty-and-experimental." AlSometimes the singers and mu- painting.
ways we remember this is playsicians are behind screens, someacting.)
times on a high level (perched Sees Freedom
An allegory floating in the
like birds or stories above the
side entrance), sometimes on a weather. Compared to this somelower level. Many surprises of times the western living room
COLLEGE PHARMACY, INC.
sounds from different parts of the play seems like a closet drama
wide stage and abundant audi- in which I picture a clock, a fedence. Some courtesans, some ora hat, Problems, Furniture
warriors,
some
comic
cats and Literary Symbols. Just the
PROMPTLY FILLED I
(kyogen), come down the hani- movement of one kimono out*
michi. Here we have wigs and symbolizes and outcolors all the
"You rely on your doctor —
rely on ut"
artifice borne like comedies in a notions of a domestic play. A litreligious dance, popular fanfare. tle startling too: while I am
*
I take it to be that. There are watching a series of geishas like
143 COLLEGE ST. - LEWISTON, ME.
many different kinds of plays, festivals close to each other and
Tel STate 2 3771
about different periods, many sitting, an elaborate geisha from

By ALICE WINTER '64
"Did you say bibs? We gave
those up about fifteen years ago!"
This was the typical reaction of
ninety-seven frosh girls when
their proctors handed them the
materials to make their own bibs.
However, each girl ardently began the task of creating her bib.
Many of the girls labored half
of the night planning and carrying out their mission to its completion. Maybe that is why the
"frosh" were in need of toothpicks the first day of classes.
Lewislonites Take Notice
Frosh bibs have been around
Bates for many years, and by
now they are an essential part
of a freshman girl at Bates. This
is evident when a "frosh" girl
walks through the center of
Lewiston. Most of the residents
do not givi it a second thought;
others look at you and smile:
still others make remarks which
i veryone takes in good spirits.
Anyway girls, you always wanted to rate a second look!
It is interesting to note that
bows were worn by the girls until this year. We are the first
class of freshman girls who are
required to wear only the bib.
You also might like to know how
much material was purchased in
1959 for the purpose of freshman bibs:
10 yards of unbleached muslin
35 skeins of embroidery cotton
12 packages of bias tape
30 yards of grasgrain ribbon for
bows

Have Personality
Each bib has a personality of
its own — some arc quaint with
their lacy borders; some are
original with pom-poms dangling from them; others are artistic with their "Yogi bears";
while others are friendly with
their embroidered "Hi!"
Bibs are worn by "frosh" girls
for about five weeks until haze
day, when the girls rather

cheerfully lose their neck ornament. Ceremonies accompany
debibbing, and soon afterward,
the bibs are seen again — this
time around the neck of a beloved stuffed animal. (No reflection upon the original wearer!)
Bibs Inconvenience
During the five weeks previous to debibbing, the girls learn
every inconvenience of wearing
a bib. You can be walking
across campus when into your
view comes that upperclassman
you would love to meet. You put
on your nicest smile and prepare
to say the ever popular Bates
hell-o. Just as you meet him and
open your mouth to speak, a gust
of wind blows gently across
campus, and you acquire a face
mask — your bib!
Or maybe you are two minutes
late in starting to your next
class. You run down the stairs
and half-way across campus, you
come to the startling realization
that your albatross is sitting on
your desk.
Some girls take great pains deciding what jewelry would best
accent their outfits. Many of the
"frosh" girls have done so, too,
only to cover their favorite
medallion with their masterpiece
of sewing.

Mark Frosh Girls
The other evening, a freshman
girl was heard saying, "This afternoon, I was walking by a
funeral home with my roommate. A gentleman came out of
the front door, looked at me and
said. 'Well hell-o, Marilyn!' I
was shocked that he knew my
name. Then I realized I was
marked!"
Although the bibs may inconvenience us a little, everyone
gets to know us, and our
"trimming" is a great conversation piece. Anyway, "frosh."
keep your chins up — only four
weeks until debibbing!

"O.K. Frosh, under the fence," command South Middle upperclassmen during Sunday night's hazing.
(Photo by Wiellette)

PRESCRIPTIONS

720 SABATTUS ST.

ST 2-9327
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Letters To The Editor

Editorials
The Spirit Of Giving
The new cut system announced last spring is no longer
theory but practical application in experimental form. It has
some good points. Instead of one-eighth of the students on
campus enjoying unlimited cuts it is expected, based on consideration of past results, that with a q.p.r. of 2.8 being the
lower margin for unlimiteds one-third of the students will
now have the privilege. Also, since the system denies cuts to
those students with a q.p.r. of less than 2.0 it is expected that
they will be stimulated into working for better grades. There
are, however, other facets to consider.
The students with a q.p.r. between 2.0 and less than 2.8 are
in no better nor ,no worse a position than they would have
been in under the old system, with the exception of the seniors. Seniors in this group are expected to plan the use of their
cuts for interviews, board exams and similar reasons. Cuts
for such causes are excused after the person's allotted cuts
have been used. It is expected that a person will use his or
her cuts for these reasons first, before asking for excused cuts
for the same purpose. Such being the case these seniors have
little chance to use their cuts for such personal reasons as
they see fit.
Faculty Indicates Doubt
The faculty has indicated by this cut system not only that
they think the great majority of students belong in as many
classes as possible, but that they doubt the ability of the students to decide for themselves whether or not they need to
attend classes. This is evident from the fact that the q.p.r.
area between 2.8 and 3.2 will be watched. If grades begin to
fall out of this area or if these people cut classes excessively
the minimum grade for unlimited cuts will be raised, possibly
higher than the old level of 3.2. This doubt on the part of
the faculty is also manifested in restriction of cuts for other
than such valid reasons as interviews or board exams. Since
cuts must be saved for these, fewer cuts will be taken to study
for an exam or because a person feels that he or she does not
need to attend a class.
It is not because the new cut system doesn't give the students more freedom, or opportunity for it, that the reaction
of most students towards it is somewhat jaundiced. It is because the system was offered with a certain amount of doubt
on the part of the faculty, in regard to the ability of the students to use their own judgment, that opinion is less than
lukewarm. Whether or not this doubt is justified is difficult
to say, but evidently some members of the faculty do hold it.
As a result the only real responsibility given to us was our
present responsibility to the system and not to ourselves.
The necessity of attending classes should be left to the individual student, not to the faculty. After all, we come to college needing guidance, but there is no need for us to leave
the same way. The assumption of the faculty that they can
decide in a better fashion what we should do than we can
for ourselves not only lessens the effect of our education, but
deprives us of a chance to strengthen ourselves.
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To the Editor:
While the Christian Association is an all-campus organization which provides a wide program of campus and community
services, this by no means binds
its leadership or membership to
a kind of "tolerance" or neutrality which is committed to nothing
at all. If this is the case, our
very open-mindedness "is a virtue which becomes a vice when
the mind is open at both ends."!
The opposite danger of a narrow
or belligerent dogmatism which
would close the mind at both
ends is equally to be avoided. A
truly Christian attitude seeks to
combine responsible commitment within the spirit of an open
mind. In this light, the use of the
C.A. bulletin board as a medium
of free interchange and honest
inquiry should be viewed in the
Christian perspective of what it
means to "serve." With this
thought I should like to continue
the discussion raised by the posting of James Roosevelt's address
urging the abolition of the UnAmerican Activities Committee.
Questions House Responsibility
The fundamental point, as I see
it, of Rep. Roosevelt's attack on
the House Un-American Activities Committee, a stand reinforced by the American Civil
Liberties Union last spring, is
that just as the Senate was ultimately obliged to take responsibility for the outrages committed
its name by the late Senator McCarthy, so the House is responsible for the actions of Rep. Walter's committee.
This is not to deny that there
are dangers to the U. S. that
emanate directly from Russia,
but rather to suggest that the
true meaning of these dangers
are obscured, rather than illumined by the antics of UnAmerican Activity committees.
Rather than deceive ourselves
with the notion that the security
of this nation is dependent on the
kind of exposure for exposure's
sake that the present committee
has indulged in, a more positive
and intelligent approach would
emphasize that the real danger to
this country lies less in "gumshoe" subversion than in the corrosion of domestic complacency,
less in the absurd handful of
Communist doctrinaires who
may still exist among us than in
the prevalent tendency of many
Americans to become lax about
public responsibility and our position in the world so long as it
is cushioned in luxury.
Threatens American Freedom
Secondly, it is important that
we clarify the justification of a
committee such as Rep. Waller's
to exist in a democratic society.
My conviction is that it is a basic
threat to American freedom to
assume that it is within the competence of the state or any group
of men to determine what is and
what is not "American." Such
an assumption is a denial of the
democratic process which should
not be conceived of as an end in
itself, but rather as a means,
freely and responsibily exercised, of discovering and applying new alternatives and better
solutions to our problems of government.
Thirdly, for such positive subversion as exists, we should see
to it that the functions of the
F.B.I, are sufficient. On behalf of
human dignity, freedom, and responsible government, the Unit-

deft ?(el*

ed States cannot continue to support the aimless pursuit of
heresy, nor continue to allow
various agencies of government
to continue the practice of treating false and absurd charges
lifted from the confidential files
as material to be seriously used
as a basis for security decisions
and for official indoctrination of
government employees.

By RICHARD CARLSON '62
(Ed. Note: This is a column
which will appear occasionally,
drawing attention to music, art,
current books and movies.)
We are concerned this week
with the success story of a brilliant new book with a background in the world of jazz. Take
the elements of a dedicated
modernist from the other side of
the tracks; a girl from a conserNeeds Enlightened Public
In conclusion, the greatest de- vative New England college,
fense of our basic freedoms rests whose parents have spared no
in an enlightened public that expense to shelter her from the
docs not rationalize its responsi- ravages of the twentieth cenbility by an appeal to a compla- tury. Like so many others in the
cent neutralism. Let's have more contemporary college circuit, all
she was oriented to was a type of
of this discussion!
blas£ folk music (which is
Nancy Luther '62
rather a con tradition in terms,
but no matter ... it sells). Then
she met Funky Upright, most
To the Editor:
competent of altoists. What can
By way of an answer to last
week's letter defending the work take place but combustion?
These are the threads of Winkler
of the House Un-American Activities Committee I would like Stale's new tome, Blow the Horn
Highly.
to present a short statement by
Stale. Indecisive, Searches
United States Supreme Court
Stale's debt to the world of
Justice Hugo Black:
jazz dates back to his own days
The First Amendment says
of indecision when he rode the
in no equivocal language
rails and would awaken countthat Congress shall pass no
ing time to the "clickety-clickelaw abridging freedom of
ty-clack of the oldest beat of
speech, press, assembly or
them all," as he puts it. He went
petition. The activities of this
on to tour with the youth hosCommittee (on Un-American
telries of Europe ("They seem
Activities)
authorized by
to be as eager to learn about us
Congress, do precisely that,
as we about them."), took part
through exposure, obloquy
in a race riot at Biloxi (for
and public scorn.
kicks), went to Spain to fight a
It is in the spirit of Hugo bull, searching, ever searching
Black that we salute the cour- for the answer. What was the
ageous students who withstood question? Our generation, brokpolice clubs and water from fire en by wars and fraught with
hoses in their demonstration of doubt is not equipped to ask,
disapproval of the Committee as says Stale. When at last he
it held hearings in San Francis- turned to writing the man had
co last spring.
done it all: grown a beard, been
to Europe, and assembled a
Supports Those Jailed
Health Kit.
It is in this spirit also that we
Sell Pocket Edition
send continued support and hope
The book was a pocket addito those Americans who are betion, sold in drug stores. It had
ing jailed for their thoughts or
a promotional tie-in. The large
for their refusal to become insigns would proclaim, "We feaformers upon the thoughts of
ture the following compounds
others.
featured in Blow the Horn HighSincerely,
ly: Miltown, Mescaline, etc. Ask
Frederik L. Rusch for them."
The book sold well in New
York. Today, as we all know,
To the Editor:
jazz has roots everywhere. I unThere is a certain member of
our administrative family that derstand Bramajii, North Dakoprides himself in running a ta, has had six visitors this year:
"smooth" office and avoiding the Vice President Nixon, Senator
financial drainages of adminis- Kennedy, and the Dave Brubcck
trative bureaucracy. Of course, quartet.
Psychology Helps Sell
this is our Bursar, Mr. Ross. Mr.
In the pocket edition, in the
Ross undoubtedly would agree
interest of sales, the musical asthat the donations of the alumni
have a certain beneficial effect pects of the book were minimized, while certain basic psyon easing the burden of this conchological drives were played
struction, then how, if I may be
up. The cover featured a girl in
so presumptuous as to ask, can
a torn blouse fighting with Genhe afford to alienate the loyalists
ghis Kahn and it said, "A Story
of as large a group of prospecas Timely as Today's Headlines."
tive alumni as he did Monday at
This technique is old among pubthe Senior Class meeting. A few
lishers, especially in reprints.
years back there was a similar
One example is a text sold today
incident involving a class gift
under the re-issue title, Here is
which left a great number of that
M\i Flesh, which originally apyear's seniors highly incensed peared as Introduction to Actoward the administration.
counting.
I would like to indicate the
The pocket edition soon caught
obvious point: what is done to- on and the publisher re-issued it
day will have its repercussions in a more colorful jacket. Then a
tomorrow. I wonder how many third printing and a radical deseniors will remember when the parture: a stiff binding to help
Alumni Association comes call- the life of the book. What will
ing, the lockers they never got, they think of next? I understand
the twenty-five dollars they it's the new Gutenberg process
couldn't touch, or the gift they from Europe: hard-binding.
had to give. Some will remember, NBC Proposes Spectacular
others won't. God help the Bates
Now NBC television entered
budget if the former are a the picture and proposed making
majority.
a spectacular out of it. A temptDavid H. Singer '61
(Con'.inued on page five)
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pperclassmen Enjoy Left Field
ashington Climb
By JOHANNA BABIARZ
On September 24, the first Outing Club mountain climb of
the fall-winter semester took place with about forty-three
-ludcnts participating. That Sunday morning at the esoteric
lour of six a. m. various samples of students and faculty
[members congregated in front of Rand Hall waiting to travel
to New Hampshire.
—- —:—:
r—T"
or those who have mastered the
^els Goals
' art of bringing their breakfast.
The destination of the group intat.,, up the whole 4 , miu,s of
si the Presidential Range. The j tne traii The si0Wer group con>oal was to reach the summit of j sjsts 0f those who help others
.lount Washington, which soars struggle up, those who always
. 288 feet up, making it the take everything easy, and those
ughest mountain in New Eng- who are quite green about the
und.
whole affair.
It was rather dubious whether
Everyone enjoyed himself, partnyone was wide awake at that ticularly by observing several
our as was verified when the things; the cascades near the foot
uestion "where is Mr. Samp- of the mountain, the autumn foon?" began to circulate. How- liage, and dashing streams and
ver, having forgotten the time waterfalls. One of the prettiest
i bus departure was a satisfact- scenes was found by looking
ory answer.
down Tuckerman's Ravine and
watching the clouds shift back
Ride To Breakfast
A Batesy roll call found that and forth between other mounall were present. Next on the tains. It was really having one's
agenda was seating everyone head above the clouds.
-nice there were a few faculty Welcome Half-way House
Many were relieved to stop
members not seated. The ride took
one and a half hours to Pinkham and rest for a while at the halfNotch, where a bountiful break- way house which was an empty
fast was enjoyed. It was nice to Howard Johnson's.
Beyond the half-way mark the
see Trish Morse '60 there, who
seemed to be enjoying the whole steepness of the climb increased.
trip up the mountain with her The trail went beyond the timber
line where trees become stunted,
Bates friends.
T. P. Wright led one of the and climbing the last half mile
first and faster groups, followed was like walking up a steep rock
by slower groups spurred on by pile.
Mr. Sampson, who was quite Return Exhausted
By three in the afternoon, most
"Kung-ho" about reaching the
top.
had started down by way of different and longer trails such as
Explains Fast, Slow Groups
Bootspur,
and
An explanation may be needed Huntington's,
here to explain the difference be- Lion's Head. The trip was a tiretween fast and slow groups. The some one as evidenced by facial
former are true-to-life climbers, expressions and worn out bodies.
However, everyone enjoyed the
climb and it was termed a success.
(Continued from page one)
den '63; Wilson House, Virginia
Erskine '63; Frye House, Ruth
(Continued from page two)
Raymond '63; Mitchell House,
Marcia Rogers '63; Milliken The Guidance and Placement OfHouse, Mary Jasper '63; Whit- fice has recently received career
lier House, Sally Switzer '63; monographs under the following
Cheney House, Judith Bradshaw titles: Medicine, Electrical En<J3; Rand, Diane Lynch '61, and gineering, Office Management,
Theatrical Work,
Page Hall. Secretary, Judith Psychology,
K.stila '63, Treasurer, June Astronomy and Related Space
Sciences, News Correspondent,
Gustafson '63.
The Board made plans for the Importers, State and County
first all women's fire drill which Highway Police Departments,
was held Thursday night, Sep- and Production Managers In
•'•mber 29. The freshmen women Manufacturing. Any interested
'•'.ere hazed according to the students or faculty are invited to
plan's made by each individual consult these items in the Guid'lorm. Stu-G provided refresh- ance Office.
ments for the parties which arc
laditionally a part of this first
lire drill.
iContinued from page one)
dorm activity costing less than
$120."
According to Davis, "These
programs don't necessarily have
to be dances, and in the best
interests of variety, the Chase
Latest in Hair Fashions
with Modern Equipment
for Your Comfort

Stu-G

Guidance News

Hotel ELM

523 SABATTUS ST.
Phone ST 3-0643

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

Miss Varney Joins Bates
As New Dean Of Women
By NATALIE SHOBER
"It's wonderfu 1 to be back," said Miss Barbara Vainey, the
new Dean of Women. A Bates graduate in the class of 1946
and a native of Lewiston, she recently received her Master's
Degree from the University of Maine. Before coming to Bates
as Dean of Women, Miss Varney directed the Bates College
News Bureau, worked for the N. W. Ayer & Son advertising
firm in Philadlphia and then returned to Maine to teach
English and coach dramatics at Lisbon High School.
Plans Visits
"
In discussing her plans for the former president of the Bates
school year. Dean Varney men- Alumnae Club of Lewiston-Autioned that she hopes to visit ■ burn, a member of the board of
each women's dormitory at least directors of the Red Cross in
twice a month. In this way she I Lewiston and has served a threefeels she will become better ac- jrear term on the executive council of the Bates Alumni Associaquainted with Bates students.
When questioned about the so- tion. In addition to this, Miss
cial and extracurricular activity Varney is presently rehearsing
here at Bates, Miss Varney stated for the first Community Little
that it is interesting to come Theater Play, to be presented by
back and see the progress that the Lewiston-Auburn group. As
Bates has made. She went on to Dean of Women, Miss Varney is
say that the spirit here is basic- automatically a member of various committees on campus. She
ally the same, although the s.u3 30 hopeS t0 do some skiine
dent himself has perhaps! '
.
this winter. Miss Varney later
changed. With regards to freshman hazing, Miss Varney felt I Stfte? th,at she "'enjoys a busy
that the freshmen "expect it,' schedule.
and then appropriately quoted
As a Bates graduate, Miss Varthe phrase "moderation in all ney is very naturally concerned
things." As a Bates student, Miss with the various happenings
Varney did not see any hazing here on campus. In discussing
such as there is now, except for with students, hers will be a
the traditional bib. Dean Varney voice of counsel as well as of exspoke highly of the Women's perience. In speaking of Bates
Student Government for their women in general, Miss Varney
excellent organization of hazing. stated that "My time is their
A participant in many com- time," emphasizing the fact that
munity activities, Miss Varney is all should feel free to come and
a member of the Bates Key, a talk with her.

Miss Barbara Varney assumes her new duties as
Dean of Women

scoffs gently at convention, yet
cooperates perfectly with every
convention that really matters
(Continued
from
page
two)
Hall Dance Committee hopes
on
campus, ... An excellent man
young)
who
tries
to
'pal
around'
they all are not.
"Each of these activities will with his students, be their com- for lulling and suppressing selfanalysis and self-criticism."
be open to the entire student panion and their equal.
body and not restricted to the
A product of early solitude "Team" Professor
participating dorms.
The final type of professor
and social rejection, he now
Lists Schedule
overcompensates by trying to whom Dr. Williams excoriates
"The first such program will make his students like him, not "is the one who, working withbe put on this Saturday night, respect him — make them value in the new vision of education
October 8, by East and West his friendship, not what he can as the output of an administrative 'team', and referring to his
Parker in Chase Hall. Following teach them."
immediate superior as 'the
them will be Page Hall on Sat- Worldly Type
team,' teaches in a supremely
urday night, October 15. The reThe sixth of Dr. Williams' businesslike way.
mainder of the schedule will ocCHICKEN - CHOPS
"bad"
professors is the worldly
To this professor-turned-execcur as follows:
and cultured gentleman type utive, the students are so many
STEAKS - LOBSTERS
Nov. 5
John Bertram
Special Noonday Luncheons
Frye Street Dorms who is loved by the trustees, the items to be processed, so many
Parties - Banquets - Receptions Nov. 12
president of the university, the completed jobs to be turned out
Roger Williams and
Parking, Mun. Lot, Rear Hotel Jan. 14
heads of departments and the according to schedule. . . . This
Smith South
wealthy people of the town for professor loses sight of the stu•March
Rand and Cheney
•April
Smith North and Middle his disarming frankness and ur- dent as a human being ... a
banity.
separate personality whose
•April
Milliken, Whittier,
His complacency assures all uniqueness goes unrecognized in
and Mitchell
LEWISTON
•To occur sometime during this concerned that everything is the pursuit of administrative effiwell with the university. "He ciency and teamwork."
month."

Dance Projects

JIMMIE'S
STYLING SALON

(Continued from page four)
ing offer; no economics of small
combos here: why, an orchestra
of 100 men is available . . . and
they all know "When the Saints
Go Marching In!"
This led to a major studio bidding for the rights to make a musical based on the work, with the
additional bait of wide screen
and unlimited length. This appealed to , the author because
editing has always been his
problem.
Termed "A Classic"
A major record label has bid
for the sound track from the picture. In addition both Desilu and
Ed Sullivan have asked to do a
reprise of the picture (as a
classic), with the Sullivan version being done completely on
ice in Madison Square Garden.
It would be a long film. Longer films tend to lengthen the attention span and. many feel, the
life span, as a by-product. (No
one would be seated during the
last two hours because "this endinp is the only one we have").
We who love jazz have come
to look to the movies for the
broadest dissemination of our
outlook on life:
Father Disowns Funky
For instance, Funky, as a boy,
telling his kindly father of his
interest in jazz forms, and the
father's reply, "You're no son of
mine! Leave my home and take
that Chinese girl with you!"
Or Funky's admiration for the
fabled trumpeter, Chet Halfbake, whom he studies with, is
groomed by, and he literally
worships, building to the climax
when Funky makes it and is
booked on concerts with Chet,
and listens to him every night:
"Maybe it was that West Coast
recording sound."
Funky Searches, Struggles
Finally, Funky's search for
and eventual realization of his
new sound, consequently followed by his quick arrest and
hospitalization.
Yes, these and other hopes,
ideals, and struggles of the
young artist on the way up are
all there in this epic novel.
Blow the Horn Highly maintains its realism by ending on
an optimistic note as the hero is
released from the hospital completely cured and normal, and
sets out to find ... "A new . . .
suit . . . More vents . . . something . , . Maybe a . . . new briefcase ... I don't . . . know
. . . I'll know when I find it."
This work deserves attention
if only as the first of its kind in
over an hour.

Professors
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Bobcat Booters Host Nichols College
Team Features Depth,Experience;
Newcomers Impress In Practice
By SKIP MARDEN
JUST BECAUSE TUFTS was an easy winner over Coach
Hatch's Bobcats last Saturday, there is no reason for the followers of Garnet football fortunes to despair completely. It
can be granted that the Bates-Tufts game was not one of the
many upsets that featured last week's gridiron action, but
no one quite realized how powerful the Jumbos really were.
To put it bluntly — Tufts is loaded. Their line is big and
strong, their backs are fast, Dave Adzigian is a smart signalcaller, and they are quick to capitalize on breaks. There
should be no feeling of disgrace on the Bates campus this
week despite the size of the score.
ON SATURDAY, THE BOBCATS will again stray from
the friendly confines of Garcelon Field and travel to Massachusetts to play Worcester Tech. The Engineers are the
team that really seems to have the "Indian Sign" on the Bobcats. Four times the two teams have met. and the last three
times the Engineers have won. Each of the losses have followed a defeat at the hands of a strong Tufts team. However, losing to Worcester Tech is not the same as bowing to
the Jumbos, for the Engineers are never a gridiron power in
New England small-college circles, despite the fact that they
win a good percentage of their games. In each of the three
losses to Worcester Tech, the Bobcats have been favored and
by all odds should have won.
A LACKLUSTRE PERFORMANCE by Bates combined
with a number of breaks have enabled the Engineers to win
three straight contests over the Garnet. For example, W.P.I,
won in 1959 by a score of 13-7 on Garcelon Field. The winning tally came as a snap from center on a fourth-down situation went astray deep in Garnet territory and Tech recovered and scored. The previous year at Worcester, a Bates
punt on fourth down lost yardage and Tech easily scored. In
addition,'the Garnet gridders were terrible.
IT ISN'T DIFFICULT to understand why Bates always
does so poorly against the Engineers. The time that Bates
won the meeting of the two schools, the Bobcats were hungry for a win after dropping two games to Norwich and
Upsala. To put it in the colloquial — they were really up for
the game and the best Bates team in recent years handily
defeated the best Tech team in the past few seasons. The
last three years the Garnet eleven has been pointing towards
the Tufts game as the big contest of the early season, and the
following week, a reaction set in. To draw a parallel in the
academic world, if you have final exams in Cultural Heritage
and the Psychology of Mental Health on consecutive days,
what do you do? Probably you prepare the most for the
former and less for the latter and pray that your psych professor doesn't throw a curve. In the last three years, Worcester Tech has thrown that curve to the Bates football team.

The Garnet soccer learn opens the 1960 season Saturday at 2 p.m. on Garcelon Field
when they play host to Nichols college of Dudley, Massachusetts. This marks the first
game in the history of Bales soccer against a learn from outside the stale of Maine.
The 1960 edition of the booters
boast more experience and depth
than any previous Bates soccer
club. The thirty-three man squad
led by co-captains Dick Yerg
and Dave Rushforth have seven
of last year's starting team back
again. These returning veterans
plus the added element of Mr.
Fred Jack, assistant director of
admissions. taking over the
coaching chores, should prove to
be a winning combo.
Four Vels Al Forward
The front line is comprised of
four starters from a year ago,
including junior DaVe Kramer at
right wing and sophomores Miklos Harmati at center forward,
and Lee Nute at inside left. Dave
Rushforth, one of the outstanding
players in the state for the past
two years at center halfback, has
shifted to inside right and has
already proved that he will add
scoring punch. The only freshman in the probable starting
line-up for Saturday is Lloyd
Bunten of Clinton, Conn., a fullback turned left wing, and showing improvement with every
practice.
Halfbacks Look Slrong
Three 'Cat veterans comprise
the halfback line. Red headed
senior, John Adams, the only
member of the squad who has
been a starter for the past three
years, will again be at the right
halfback slot. Teaming up with
Adams will be John Allen, a
junior who is a two year veteran
at left half, and senior Brad
Garcelon at center half. Garcelon
returns after two years in the
Army, and has the distinction of
being one of the members of the
first Bates soccer club back in
1955.
Dick Yerg, a co-captain of the
1959 squad, will again be a mainstay at left fullback. Pairing up
with Yerg will be Dave Lougee
at right fullback. Dave, a solid
6' 3°, 2 10 pound junior from
Shrewsbury, Mass., is much improved over last year and will
fill the slot vacated by the graduation of Jeff Mines.
The goalkeeper's slot has
always been a problem lo the
'Cat booters in past seasons,
but Scott Brown, known for
his basketball prowess, has
more than adequately proved
to be a top flight goal tender.

THIS IS NOT TO SAY that Worcester Tech is a "gut" opponent, for they are quite to the contrary. The. chief Engineer Bob Pritchard is one of the better small college coaches
in New England and has had winning seasons for the past five
years. His success is particularly impressive as football mentor at a small engineering school since practice time must be
fitted in around a very heavy laboratory schedule. The EngiBuy Where Most
neers are fortunate that they play a schedule that is matched
Bates People Do
to their caliber — Central Connecticut. Middlebury, Bates, |
:
Wesleyan, Coast Guard, R. P. I., and Norwich. Never do they Valiant - Plymouth - DeSoto
have to face the Tufts juggarnaut or the Maine phalanx, or
Morris - MGA - Simca
comparable opponents.
GUARANTEED USED CARS
*
*
*
BOBCAT BANTER — Every one at the Tufts game was I
impressed by the performances of the Bates band and the
cheerleaders who provided fine spirit for an away game . . .
The Garnet soccer club will entertain the home fans on Saturday against Nichols College . . . That same team is going I
to be denied their dream of interrupting Colby's 36 game'
winning streak as the Mules bowed to Lowell Tech 3-2 on
Saturday . . . Down at the Tufts game, there were enough
alumni present to field a pretty fair football team of their own.

Service on All Makes of Cars

PICTURED ABOVE as Garnet soccer co-captains for tho
1960 season are Richard Yerg and David Rushforth.
Another senior. Jack Guite,
that they feel the team has
a wealth of soccer talent.
has been impressive in the
However, much hard pracnets in early season scrimtice plus the Nichols game
mages and will be available
will be needed to bring the
for action.
team to their peak by the
The biggest improvement over
time they face Colby and
the teams of previous years is
Bowdoin. An added feature
the large number of experienced
of the Bales contingent this
^serves who can be counted on
year will be the donning of
to spell the starters. Bob Thomae
regulation garnet soccer
will be valuable as a wing as
jerseys with white numerals
well as half-back. Mike Macand trim.
Donald, Perry Hayden, Ted
Smith, and Butch Sampson provide a strong second line. Steve
Barron. a freshman from Bci- Harriers Place Third
mont, Mass., showed a lot of poThe Bobcat
cross - countn
tential
in
last Wednesday's ] .squad opened their season las'.
scrimmage against Hebron Acad- Friday in a five team meet held
emy when he pounded in two in Franklin Park, Boston. Run
goals in the 4-1 win.
ning against Boston College.
Good Reserves Available
M.I.T.. Tufts, and Brandeis, the
Art Jenks, Fred Webel, and Bates harriers finished third. on<
Dale Hess form a reliable half- point behind M.I.T. A breakdown
back trio. All three played quite of the placing shows B. C. first.
a bit last season, and their ex- M. I. T. second, Bates third.
perience showed in the Hebron Tufts fourth and the Brandei
scrimmage. The fullback de- squad fifth.
partment has depth in the per- Randall Leads Garnet
Led by long-striding captain
son of hefty juniors, Jim Nye
and Carl Peterson. Both boys DeWitt Randall, the Bates squad
did a fine job against tlie formidhave good speed for big men.
Other men who lack experi- able competition. The Bobcat
ence but show promise, include runners in order of their finish
Lou Winkler, Dick Rottenberg, were Randall (fifth), Frosh Erie
Miles Corthwaite, and George Silverberg (ninth). Bill Dunhan
(twelfth), Larry Boston (fourHunter.
teenth), and Ken Snow (twentyA recent interview with
fifth). Other Bates runners wen
team advisor. Dr. Edwin
Ed Belden, Steve Ullian and Ed
Wright,
and
co - captains
Magulies.
Rushforth and Yerg revealed

SMITTY'S
Barber Shop

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

ROUND FLAT TOPS
FLAT ROUND TOPS
Beljeve It or Not, They Come
Out Flat!
Easy lo Find: One Block Up
Campus Ave. from J.B., then right
down one block from Golder St.

BIOLOGICALS
Main St. at Bates St.
TeL 3-2011

See Shep Lee at

Advance
Auto Sales, Inc.
24 Franklin Street
Dial 4-5775 -

Auburn, Me.

THE

BLUE GOOSE

GRILL j

69 SABATTUS STREET

'
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Mighty Jumbos Take Bates, 43 -12
Vandersea Star Lineman; Curtiss, Davis
Impressive, Keenan TD On 80 Yd. Run
A big and speedy Tufts team Dennis Hickey late in the final
nil a touchdown in every quarter.
Bates had a few golden
rsl i/riod to win 43-12 as Senior
moments
of its own, but unfcob McLucas and Sophomore
fortunately by the time they
Ron Deveaux scored two touchoccurred, the game was far
downs each to delight the home
out of reach. Besides Tourse's
rowd at Medford. An awesome
dazzling run, the Bobcat pariisplay of power prevented
tisans had a chance to cheer
Bates from pulling off what
on the first Garnet score in
many of its staunch supporters
the third period. End Paul
hoped would be an upset by the
Castolene set the stage by
Bobcats.
making a circus catch of a
Jumbos Move To Outside
Bill Davis pass. Davis threw
The methodical Jumbo team
again to Tourse and then
was unstoppable after the first
John Curtiss carried the ball
period, as they piled up a 37-6
23 yards for the score on a
iliird quarter lead on the basis
draw play, the first tally
of 16 points in the second period
against Tufts in 1960.
and 15 in the third. Tufts gained
The second Bates touchdown
396 yards on the ground, al- was a particularly electrifying one
though little of this went through as senior Jim Keenan ran a Tufts
the interior of the Garnet line kickoff 80 yards for a score. Beas McLucas and Deveaux com- sides Keenan's run, the line play
bined strong outside running of Howie "Big Red" Vandersea
with crisp blocking for a great received plaudits from the
portion of the rushing yardage. crowd, as the Sophomore center
The large Tufts line, sevwas voted the game's most outeral times nailing Swiil
Hathaway for large losses as
he found his receivers covered, held Bales to an anemic
sfven yards on the ground.
After sputtering in the early
moments, Tufts went 66 yards in
eleven plays, climaxed by a 13yard run by McLucas who eluded three Bates tacklers for the
tally. The conversion failed.
Early in the second quarter,
Tufts scored again with the
help of a Bates penalty as the
Jumbos marched 47 yards in
four plays with McLucas scoring
from the two.
Adazian Amazes All
The Jumbo juggernaut scored
still another touchdown before
the half-time break on a twelveyard pass from quarterback Dave
James Keenan
Adazian who, despite being
smothered by a host of Garnet
tacklers, managed to throw the
ball to Ron Deveaux who scored
In football action on Saturday,
easily.
October 1, only two of Bates'
As the Bobcats kicked to the
football rivals were on the losing
Jumbos to start the second half,
end. Maine and Colby were easy
winners, Middlebury edged out
Statistics
next week's rival, Worcester
Tufts
Bales Tech, Bowdoin lost by a two23
First Downs
9
point conversion, and even Union
396
Yards Rushing
7
College ended its losing streak
15
Passes Attempted
27
by downing Alfred.
4
Passes Completed
12
Middlebury 14 - W.P.I. 7
51
Yards Passing
125
Middlebury won its second
0
Own Pases Inept
5
game of the young season as it
34.2 defated Worcester Tech 14 to 7
33.3 Ave Dist of Punts
5
Fumbles
5
before 2,700 Homecoming fans,
1 Fumbles Recovered
0
fhe Panthers wiped out a 7 to 0
5
5
Penalties
y^rcester lead with a toucdown
45
40 Yds Lost Penalties
:n a 58-yard pass play from
Tufts took up right where they Chris Morse to Andy Ferrentino.
had left off in the previous per- Morse then passed to Craig
Stewart for the extra points.
iod. An off-side penalty nullified
a long run, but a Bates quick Middlebury scored again with
kick that went astray set the eight seconds left as Stewart
■tage for a fourth score. Dev- plunged over from the one.

standing lineman for the second
consecutive week.
COACH'S COMMENTS
When called to comment on
Saturday's game, Coach Hatch
had this to say, "Well ... we
didn't look too good. On any
day, Tufts is obviously a better
team, but on this particular day
they were a lot better."
Hatch listed as the few bright
spots of last Saturday's action
as the fine play of Paul Plinchon, John Curtiss and Howie
Vandersea, the good performance
by Bill Davis at the quarterback
spot despite the fact that he has
not played there for three
weeks, and the fine runback of a
Tufts kick-off by Jim Keenan.
Looking ahead to next
Saturday's play. Hatch said
that he paid little attention
; to the past record against
Worcester Tech and remarked that "if every one
wants to play their best on
Saturday, we'll win".

Howard Vandersea

Football Scoreboard

eaux ran a pitchout '34 yards
through almost the entire Bates
team for the tally.
"Toasiie" Runs Well
The ensuing kickoff by Tufts
went to Dennis Tourse who ran
52 yards to deep within the
Jumbos'
territory.
However,
George Kinnaly intercepted a
Bates pass and scored two plays
later from 25 yards out. The final Tufts tally, also scored by
their reserves, came on a 10 yard
pass play from Paul Hess to

DeWITT
HOTEL
Nearest the College
$1.00 Luncheon and Dinner
Specials - 7 Days a Week
DINING
COCKTAIL
ROOM
LOUNGE
Tel. 4-5491

Maine 26 - Vermont 0
At Burlington, Vermont, Maine
ground out two second period
touchdowns, and then went to
two long-gainers in the third period for their second Yankee
Conference win. The most spectacular plays included a 41 yard
pass play from Manch Wheeler to
Dick Kinney and a 61 yard run
by J. Curry.
Wesleyan 16 - Bowdoin 14
Two fumbles and a pass failure gave Wesleyan a 16-14 decision over Bowdoin. A Polar
Bear fumble set up each of Wesleyan's touchdowns while the
failure to complete a pass on a
conversion attempt left Bowdoin
two points shy late in the last
period.
Other Scores
Colby 30 - Kings Point 14
Union 21 - Alfred 13

JEAN'S
Modern Shoe Repair
SHOES REPAIRED
WHILE YOU WAIT
RESTYLE
LADIES'
SHOES
with New Slim Heels
Zippers Repaired & Renewed

Park & Main Sis.

4-7621

COED'S VIEW OF SPORTS
By Phyllis Fogg '64
— This article is the first in a series by Miss Phyllis Fogg
to introduce the Bates coed to the intricacies of athletics. Miss Fogg
comes to the STUDENT'S sports staff witli a background oj jour
years' experience on her school paper and two years of varsity
field hockey play.
ED. NOTE

THE UNBALANCED LINE
As my fust assignment to learn
more about intercollegiate athletics, I visited Mr. Robert Hatch,
the coach of football at Bates, to
'earn something about line play.
Since my high school was too
small to have a football ream, I
knew only that a line has seven
I men and the men at the end of
this line are appropriately called
ends.
Line Play Is Basic
Mr. Hatch said that "line play
is the crux of the whole game of
football" and that even the best
backfieldmen could not do well
without strong men in front of
them. However, he remarked
that the "forward wall" (football
jargon for line) is very neglected
by the spectator, as it is almost
impossible to keep from watching the ball. The Bates coach remarked that it might be an interesting experiment to watch one
or two line men on a play —
particularly if one is a boy
friend.
He stated that the Bates defense in football is based on the
line play of the opposing team
and not just stoping a man running with the ball. Mr. Hatch
offered the example of Maine
State University which uses men
"pulling" (?), to which Bates
set men on this movement.
Since "men pulling" confused me a bit, Mr. Hatch
tried to clear up the picture
as best he could by using
specific examples. On a
throwing situation, line play
is usually a purposeful retreat so that some men can
protect the thrower. On a
running play, however, the
"forward wall" attempts to
drive their opponents back.
In a situation where Bates
needs a great deal of yardage
quickly, they may try a "screen
pass" or a "draw play." The first
play is a throwing play and the
second a running one, but both
times the line lets the other team
in so they can knock men down
further up the field so no one
will tackle their runner.
Balanced vs. Unbalanced
I knew that Bates was using
an unbalanced line this year
See our selection of
Diamonds and Gold Jewelry
Watches and Watch Bracelets
Birihstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
China - Crystal
Silverware
Convenient Clocks
$1.00 to
Terms
Gifts
$2,000.00

fyeM^/lo&n
JEWELER
83 Lisbon Street

Lewiston

which I assumed differed from
a normal balanced one. Mr.
Hatch kindly explained this to
me. In an ordinary line, he said
that the players line up in a balanced order on each side of the
center (C). There are two tackles
(T), two guards (G), and two
ends (E).
A Balanced Line
ET GC GTE
In an unbalanced line, the
players are arranged in a slightly different order as two tackles
' are placed on the same side —
"the strong side," I think.
An Unbalanced Line
E T T G C G E
When I asked Mr. Hatch why
he was using the unbalanced line,
he replied "for both stronger
blocking and to keep the other
team guessing. Most teams that
play Bates usually play against
balanced lines, and so our unbalanced line gives them something new to think about." Mr.
Hatch also said that this usually
does not have any great advantages but occasionally it pays off
in cheap yardage as the opposing
team is slow to react to this offensive move.
NEXT WEEK — SOCCER.
BASKETBALL NOTICE
There will be a short, but
important meeting for all
varsity basketball candidates
on Thursday, October 13, at
8:30 in the Projection Room
at Alumni Gymnasium.

PECKS
Lewiston

80 Years
of

Outfitting
Students
*
*

*
*

Make
Peck's
Your
Thrifty
Shopping
Habit
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1960 Grid Captain Ellis Lauds Football Preview: Worcester Tech
Team Spirit, Predicts Success
No Bales football game is complete without some youngster turning to his parents and saying, "Who's that bald man down there?" Parents automatically answer their child by saying, "That is Dick Ellis."
dlebury) so that they will go
From Norwood, Mass.
into the State Series with a
Ellis, the captain of this year's
3-1 record.
grid team, is well-known around
As for the State Series games
campus, both because of his
Dick could only say that in 1956
football reputation and his exwe lost the first two and then
ploits as a member of the Roger
won five straight; we can do it
Bill marauders. Dick hails from
this year.
Norwood, Mass., where he began
Praises Players
his rather lengthy football
Singling out the outstanding
career. At Norwood he played
players of this year's team, the
high-school ball for three years,
modest leader failed to include
the final of which he was electhimself. Surprising to many,
ed captain.
Dick is one of the fastest men
Starts As Frosh
on the field. Add this speed to
Capt. Dick Ellis
Dick's arrival at Bates solved
his experience and size it is not
one of Coach Hatch's problems. others he played on, Dick found surprising that he too is one of
It seemed that Coach Hatch much similiarity between the the top players. Thus, the readneeded a man who could open a 1956 and 1960 teams. He said, er should mentally insert the
hole on the right side of the' however, that while the '56 name of Dick Ellis with the folline the same size that "Little gridsters' strength was in the lowing singled out by him as exJohn" Lijestrand was opening up backfield, this year's team celling: Howie Vandersea, Paul
on the left. Dick could! He strength is found in the line. An- Castolene, Paul Planchon and
moved into the starting ranks : other difference cited by Ellis John Curtiss.
and in his freshman year was a was the lack of any super star Team Misses Welch
big factor in the winning of the this year to match Bob Martin
Another name which would
of the team in 1956. He was most certainly have been added
State Championship.
In his sophomore year Ellis quick to remark that this fact to this list if an injury had not
again started on a State Cham- was an asset" rather than a lia- prevented it, would have been
pionship team. Last year, after bility.
'nat of Don "Bear" Welch. Dick
"The 1960 Bobcats are a
taking a year's sabbatical, Dick
expressed the sentiment of the
team of potentials," said
whole team saying that they will
once again played good ball, but
Ellis. "They are potentially
he had to wait until the young
not only miss his terrific blockas good as the first half of the
ing and tackling, but especially
'Cats matured.
Union game." He felt that
his great spirit.
Compares '56-'60
the 'Cats will win the next
When asked how this .year's
Spiritwise, Dick felt this
two games (W.P.I, and Midyear's team outdid the forBates team compared with the

On Saturday, the Garnet eleven
will face a Worcester Tech team
that should be a fairly even
match for Coach Hatch's charges.
However, a similar story has
been true for the last three years,
and each time Bates has bowed
in a lacklustre contest.
SYSTEM. Coach Bob Pritchard uses a straight T-formation
with the addition of flankers,
double flankers, and man-m-motion formations. In Quarterback
Fred Duval Tech has an excellent
passer who is very adept at rollouts. With former Notre Dame
All - American
Pat
Bisceglia
coaching the interior linemen,
this group should have acquired
various "tricks of the trade" to
be quite competent.
STARS. The key to the Engineers' offense is quarterback
Fred Duval (185) who throws a
good pass, particularly on a rollout or boot-leg play. He has two
capable ends for potential receivers in senior lettermen Morgan
Rees ( 182) and George Yule
(230). At halfback, there are
also two lettermen available.
mer teams he played on. He
attributes the spirit of personnel and the new offense.
The writer hopes that any faculty member, alumni, or anyone
with children who receive this
paper will not leave it where
young, naive eyes may peruse.
Otherwise come Sunday at 9:30
p. m. they will be pestered with
"Can I stay up and watch Dick
Ellis.
(By AL MARDEN)

Ralph Johanson (170) and Miki
Littizzio (158) both are quite
fast and like to run to the outside. The line is a strong point
for Tech, particularly at tackle
Co-captain Paul Sledzik (217)
and junior John Pisinski (227)
are both lettermen and excel on
both defense and offense. On
letterman, Paul Cultrera (214
returns at guard but sophomore
Robert Maynard has been impressive in Tech's first two
two games.
STRENGTHS. Techs bigge."
strength is at quarterback where
Fred Duval has been a mainstay
for four seasons. Together with
his two ends Rees and Yule, he 3(
presents a very formidable of- Ec
fensive weapon. Littizzio and Jo- n
hanson are both capable half1
backs and very adequate on de- T
fense.
WEAKNESSES. Tech has no
depth whatsoever. Only seven
lettermen returned this year — r
two tackles, one guard, two ends, hi
and three backs. There are no n
proven performers at center or Biii
fullback, and the reserves as a it
group are less than adequate in let.
most positions.
19
SUMMARY. Despite the teams n
obvious weaknesses, the Engi tii
neers always play well on their a
home field and Duval's passing
Wpi
arm could be the margin of vic- o
tory. Defeated on two consecutive weekends by Central Connecticut and Middlebury, Tech is
hungry for a win — particularly
against Bates, who was their first
victim last year.

NEW at the

NEW at the

HOBBY SHOPPE

HOBBY SHOPPE

PIZZA, ITALIAN SANDWICHES

ALL IN ONE STOP!
Do It Yourself . . .
For 9 Pounds

GRAND OPENING
FREE PIZZAS TO ALL BATES STUDENTS

WASH only
WASH and EXTRACT
WASH, DRY, and EXTRACT

30c
35c
55c

NOW 3 DRYERS

THIS THURSDAY NIGHT
SAM, FROM SAM'S ITALIAN SANDWICH
SHOP WILL BE ON HAND TO COOK
THE PIZZAS
FOR PIZZAS IN YOUR DORM

LAUNDRY SERVICE
SHIRTS AND CLOTHING
of all kinds sent out
MEN'S SHIRTS
23c
Delivered 2 Times Weekly
by Judkins Laundry

DRY CLEANING

Sandwiches, A Free One Will Be Given

Service Of All Types Of Dry Cleaning
Lowest Prices - Finest Quality Service
Invisible Marking

To The Person Who Picks Up The Order

Our Laundrette Is Open Daily From

With An Order Of 10 Pizzas Or Italian

9:00 a. m. to 11:00 p. m. except Saturday night

